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Qi Statistics joins the European Sensory Network
The European Sensory Network (ESN) is a powerful international network of
leading research institutions and industrial partners at the cutting edge of sensory
and consumer sciences. ESN brings together 26 member organisations acting in
17 European countries and four non-European countries. ESN members and
partners share their knowledge and expertise to explore the value and
applications of sensory sciences in food and non food industrial practices.
As full members of ESN we gain access to the latest research and techniques, cross-border
collaborations and a whole series of events. These all strengthen our ability to provide high-quality
services to our clients.

Qi @ JMP Discovery Summit: “How Fast is a ‘Rapid Method?”
From March 21-23, Qi will be attending the ‘JMP Discovery Summit’ in Prague and Gemma has an eposter presentation on analysing napping data with Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA) methods using
JMP. Currently MFA is not available in JMP as an analysis platform, but with some algebra and
scripting, Qi have found a way how!
As this method is now established as an acceptable rapid analysis technique it is important it can be
analysed easily in the software that each company has, so this opens the door for JMP users to be able
to look at more sensory/consumer methods.
ters and the most interpretable solution is selected. In terms of output, the modelling will give
the estimated probability that a member of a
particular cluster will choose each word in the
CATA section. These model parameters can be
usefully summarised as a bar or line chart to
view the different patterns of response. Software
for LCA is now widely available—click on the
links below to find out more about each:

Clustering CATA Data
Many consumer product questionnaires will
have a Choose All That Apply (CATA) section, typically with around 20 words or emotions that
respondents may choose to associate with a
product or concept by ticking boxes. With consumer data researchers often want to find
groups of respondents with different patterns of
response to the product, however many of the
traditional clustering methods do not work well
with binary data. Latent Class Analysis (LCA)
however is well suited, as most software implementations use multinomial logistic regression to
model response probabilities on categorical
scales. With LCA the number of clusters must be
specified beforehand so usually 2 or more models are generated with different numbers of clusQi Statistics Ltd
www.qistatistics.co.uk
Direct Dial: +44 (0) 118 9345722



There is an add-in available for SAS.



The poLCA package in R provides a free implementation



For frequent users, there is the dedicated package LatentGold



There is now an XLSTAT Latent Class module
containing a subset of the routines from the
authors of LatentGold.

Training Update on next page...
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Up-Coming Training
Spring 2017

Two one hour webinars from Qi are now available for purchase:



Discrimination Tests looks at various ways to discriminate between products in the sensory
world.
Sensory Methods describes and uniquely compares 12 methodologies used in sensory science.

Classroom Training—In association with Hal MacFie
*** All courses now available as Virtual Training also! ***

Hands on Consumer Test Analysis, Preference and Emotion Mapping
Chicago 22 - 24 March 2017 and London 18—20 October 2017
This course aims to give you the statistical skills to analyse and interpret data from consumer trials, whether
conducted in hall tests, in home use tests, within your company or on the internet. Our goal is to give you the
knowledge, practice and tools to analyse consumer test data and to optimise the sensory properties of foods,
beverages and personal products.

Hands on Sensory Statistics Course
Singapore 16-18 May 2017 and New York 27-29 September 2017
Designed to give you the knowledge, practice and the tools to carry out your own design, analysis and interpretation
of sensory data. With ands-on exercises using XLSTAT with solutions and free SenPAQ software for participants to
take away and ensure that you will be able to use your new skills on day one after the course.

Hands on Advanced Sensory Statistics Course
London 17-18 May 2017 and Providence, Rhode Island 24-25 August 2017
Designed to update the practicing sensory scientist with knowledge and tools to take advantage of recent
developments in this fast moving field. It includes analysis of QDA type data, developments in performance
monitoring and difference testing. The most recent rapid methods are reviewed and the issue of when naïve
consumers can be used instead of sensory assessors. The use of multi-way methods to relate sensory to other data
sets is also covered.

Advanced Consumer Product Testing and Mapping
London 13 - 15 September 2017 and New York 2-4 October 2017
This course is a sequel to the popular Hands on Preference mapping course. The aim is to update attendees on
recent developments in the fast moving field of Consumer Testing Methodology. The aim is to present new
analytical techniques and then give attendees the chance to make a small scale trial and analyse real life data using
XLSTAT or a range of in-house procedures or modules from the R programming language.

For further details of these and other training courses follow the links. Otherwise go to
www.halmacfie.com or see our website at www.qistatistics.co.uk/training
If you are interested in any of our courses or other training in house, please get in touch for a quote
and customisation options
Qi Statistics Ltd
www.qistatistics.co.uk
Direct Dial: +44 (0) 118 9345722

Click here for overview
and free trial
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